The Energiewende:
Secure, sustainable and affordable energy for the 21st century
Our motivation
The Energiewende is Germany’s path to a secure,
environmentally friendly and economically successful
future. It represents the decision to fully overhaul
Germany‘s energy supply, moving away from nuclear
energy in favour of renewable energy sources. The aim is
that by 2030, half of the country’s energy supply will be
provided by sun, wind etc. At the same time, the plan is for
this energy to be used ever more efficiently. By the middle
of the century, energy consumption should be reduced by
half. Contrary to widespread beliefs the Energiewende goes
beyond the power sector and also includes the heating,
transport and building sector.

Renewable energy: the essential pillar of
energy supply
Energy supply in Germany is becoming greener every year.
While in 2000, only some six percent of electricity
consumed came from renewable sources, today this figure
lies at around 28 percent. Germany is well on track to
achieve a share of 40-50% by 2025. The Renewable Energies
Act (EEG) has laid the foundations for this successful
development. This promotion, accompanied by a significant
reduction in the cost of renewable energy technologies, has
transformed renewable energy from a niche application
into an essential pillar of power supply. However, the rapid
expansion of renewable energies has led to unintended
consequences such as rising electricity prices. Furthermore,

Goals of the Energiewende – an overview:
The Energiewende aims

the rapid growth of intermittent renewable sources of
100

 ...to reduce the emissions of greenhouse gases.
 ...to become the driving force for investment modernisation in Germany as a location for industry and to contribute to innovation, growth and employment.
 ...to make Germany more independent of oil and gas
imports in the long term.
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 ...to enable the gradual phase-out of nuclear energy
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In order for the Energiewende to become an ecological and
grid. For this reason the Federal Government has

continue to support the Energiewende and for Germany to

fundamentally reformed the EEG. This has enabled the

remain competitive as a location of industry.

development of renewable energies to proceed rapidly –
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energy has presented a challenge for parts of the power

the supply secure. This is the only way for our citizens to
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economic success story, energy must remain affordable and

well managed in a cost-efficient manner. Support is focused

Federal Government has presented the National Action

on cost-effective wind and solar energy sources whilst

Plan for Energy Efficiency. This plan encompasses many

specific expansion paths lay down the renewable energy

new and improved measures designed for the more efficient

capacities to be developed in the coming years. A further

use of energy.

goal is the increased integration of electricity from
renewable energy sources into the energy market. In the
future, renewable energies will increasingly have to stand
up to competition. Future funding rates should no longer
be set by the state, but will be determined by competitive
tendering processes.

One key focus is the building sector, in which there is
untapped potential for particularly high levels of savings;
almost 40 percent of energy consumption in Germany
accrues here. It is the aim of the Federal Government to
make the building sector in Germany practically climateneutral by 2050. The key instruments here are grants and

Energy efficiency: making more of energy
The economical and efficient use of electricity and water
saves money, increases the security of supply and protects
the climate. Energy efficiency is therefore the second pillar
of the Energiewende. Germany has set clear goals in this

loans at favourable rates, energy audits and construction
supervision. The transport sector also needs to make an
appropriate contribution to the goals of the Energiewende.
This is why the Federal Government is taking numerous
measures in this area to reduce energy consumption and
CO2 emissions of vehicles.

regard: by 2020 it aims to reduce the total consumption of
primary energy sources by 20 percent compared to 2008.
Much has already been achieved in this regard. Energy
LIGHTING

A new phase of the Energiewende is set to begin in the
coming years: renewable energies will become the
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dominant source of power. This will change the cycle of the
entire electricity system because renewable energies do not
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An electricity market for the Energiewende

feed electricity evenly into the grid. The major task now
awaiting us is to set up a wholesale electricity market that
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allows a secure and reliable power supply. The Federal
Government has released an Energy White Paper that
describes the priorities of the power sector reform. The
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Energy saving potential in the German industry

introduction of a capacity market.

since 1990. Nevertheless, much remains to be done.

Green light for grid development

For this reason, the Federal Government is helping private

The expansion and restructuring of power grids is an

households, companies and municipalities to use their

important aspect of the energy transition. Several thousand

energy more efficiently in the future through financing

kilometres of power lines need to be strengthened (or new

programmes and a wide range of information and advisory

ones built) to enable the whole of Germany to be provided

services. In order to further strengthen these efforts, the

with secure and reliable electricity at affordable prices in
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consumption in Germany now stands at the lowest level

backed up by a capacity reserve, and opposes the
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Cooperation between the stakeholders
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A large number of stakeholders in government, industry

volatile capacity

and society is working together to ensure the success of the
Energiewende. Both

effective coordination and close
stakeholders
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requirements for the success of the Energiewende.
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Five Energiewende platforms have been established,
providing opportunities for continual and intensive

The German transmission grid and its operators

the future. This step is neccessary, because large amounts of
electricity from renewables from the wind-rich North will
have to be transported to the major energy consumption
centres in the West and South of the country. The existing
power lines, however, were not laid out for this purpose.
The Federal Government has therefore created the
legislative framework to enable transmission system
operators to develop and better coordinate their lines with

exchange among industry, academia, policy-makers and
civil society. Here, overarching strategies for the central
fields of action of energy networks, electricity market,
energy efficiency, building sector as well as research and
innovation are developed and discussed. The Federal
Government undertakes comprehensive monitoring to
check the progress of the Energiewende in order to notice
long-term developments and – if required – take
countermeasures.

less bureaucracy. Citizens will be fully involved in all phases
of planning and development. The Federal Government has
therefore created a legislative framework that enables
system operators to develop and better

coordinate their lines with less bureaucracy. Investment

The energy markets in Europe are growing ever closer

security for grid operators and citizens involved is ensured

together. Currently an even more integrated Energy Union

in all phases of planning and citizen involvement.

is being created. This provides major benefits for customers:
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transmission

The Energiewende requires international
partners

more choice, lower prices and a higher degree of supply
security. The larger the common market, the better
fluctuating supplies of wind and solar energy can be
compensated. Nevertheless, an internal European market
can only function if electricity flows to where it is needed.
However, there is not yet sufficient capacity available in
existing transmission lines. In particular, cross-border
interconnections need to be further developed and
modernised.
The Energiewende is embedded into the ambitious
European energy and climate policy framework. This is
why the Federal Government welcomes the fact that the
European Council has agreed on high-reaching climate and
energy targets up to 2030.

Who is Who of the Energiewende in
Germany

The goal of Germany’s energy foreign policy is to ensure
long-term reliability and affordability of energy imports.

The brochure „Who is Who of

At the same time, it is the intention of Germany to find like-

the Energiewende in Germany.

minded partners for the Energiewende both in Europe and

Contact Partners in Politics,

worldwide. An intensified international dialogue can

Industry and Society“ offers

contribute to improving the understanding of the

profiles of key stakeholders

Energiewende, dispelling reservations and making use of

involved in the Energiewende

synergy effects for a common climate-friendly energy

in Germany and presents their

policy. It is against this background that the Federal

tasks, roles and areas of

Government has developed a large number of successful

activity.

international energy dialogues and partnerships. It

available online at:

campaigns in multilateral energy organisations and

www.diplo.de/publications.
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dialogue forums for competitively structured, open and
transparent markets, the worldwide development of
renewable energies and for a global increase in energy
efficiency as well as climate protection.

Contact within the Federal Foreign Office
Hans Koeppel | Head of Unit
Foreign Policy Aspects of the Energiewende
Federal Foreign Office
Werderscher Markt 1 | 10117 Berlin
Tel: +49 (0)30 5000 2251
Email: 410-9@diplo.de
Web: www.diplo.de
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